water sports
Join our Huaka‘i Outfitters and island adventure
experts for some quality time on or in the water.
Explore Kaua‘i’s scenic shoreline on a Kayak
excursion, learn to surf, SUP or canoe or just enjoy
a day at the beach.
Excursions:
• South Shore/ Lāwa‘i Kai Kayak: Guided double
kayak trip along the South Shore departs from
Kukui‘ula Beach Park.
• Surf, SUP or canoe lessons: One-hour, one-onone sessions are open to a variety of skill levels.
• Surf Lesson
• SUP Lesson
• Canoe Lesson
Custom Beach Days: Huaka‘i Outfitters sets out a
luxe camp at beaches island-wide with shade tents,
gear, essentials, niceties and refreshments. Beach
days are customized for groups of 2 to 10+, pricing
varies.

Reservations
808.742.8000
Members:
memberservices@kukuiula.com
Guests:
guestservices@kukuiula.com

SUP + Stretch: SUP + Stretch begins with
Core Activation and warm up exercises on your
Paddleboard before a brief introduction of proper
form when Stand Up Paddling. Participants will have
time to practice their skills in and around the Harbor
and depending on the weather out to Spouting
Horn. The class ends with a final stretch leaving you
sun kissed and limber with a strong core.
Custom Kayak Fishing: Guided fishing excursions
drop a line into shallow and deep water. Anything
you catch will be cleaned and prepared especially for
you and your ‘ohana by Chef Ben and the ‘Umeke

Kitchen + Bar culinary team. $375 per person.
Surf Lessons - 10 and Under: Two-on-one
instruction for children 10 years and under. Your
outfitters for this hour instruction will advise
on the manner of instruction ranging from near
shore bodyboard or longboard "pitch and catch" to
practicing the basics of paddling, standing up and
maneuvering the board to heading out to the surf
lineup depending on the participant's progression
through the lesson. Parent/guardian required to be
an in attendance for children under the age of 6.
Surf Session: Private, one-on-one, hour-long
session for experienced surfers wanting to have
an Outfitter to help them maneuver the line-up
and coach them through the nuances of a local
break. Participants must possess enough skill to
surf on their own and be able to handle themselves
competently.
Surf Lesson: Hour-long surf lesson for beginners
who are unable to paddle into a wave on their own.
Children aged 5-9 will be given shoreline instruction
which includes body boarding on the shore break
to teach participants how to locate, prepare, time,
catch and ride the wave energy. Ages 10 and up will
head out to the lineup with instructors observation.
Cancellation policy: All guided hikes and hosted
beach days must be at permitted locations and
trails. As a courtesy, please give us 24 hours notice
if you must cancel or change an activity reservation.
Without this notification you will be charged in full.

